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Abstract

Implicit sentiment modeling in aspect-based sentiment analysis is a challenging problem due to
complex expressions and the lack of opinion words in sentences. Recent efforts focusing on
implicit sentiment in ABSA mostly leverage the dependency between aspects and pretrain on
extra annotated corpora. We argue that linguistic knowledge can be incorporated into the model
to better learn implicit sentiment knowledge. In this paper, we propose a PLM-based, linguis-
tically enhanced framework by incorporating Part-of-Speech (POS) for aspect-based sentiment
analysis. Specifically, we design an input template for PLMs that focuses on both aspect-related
contextualized features and POS-based linguistic features. By aligning with the representations
of the tokens and their POS sequences, the introduced knowledge is expected to guide the model
in learning implicit sentiment by capturing sentiment-related information. Moreover, we also
design an aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning strategy to optimize aspect-based
contextualized representation construction and assist PLMs in concentrating on target aspects.
Experimental results on public benchmarks show that our model can achieve competitive and
state-of-the-art performance without introducing extra annotated corpora.

1 Introduction

Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) aims to identify the sentiment polarities towards specific as-
pects in sentences. For example, in the sentence “The dessert is incredible but the service is terrible,” the
sentiment polarities towards the aspects “dessert” and “service” are positive and negative respectively.

Previous work on aspect-based sentiment analysis has focused on explicit sentiment expression for
specific aspect terms. It means that the sentiment polarities towards the aspects can be explicitly revealed
by opinion words. e.g., the sentence “The dessert is incredible” contains the opinion word “incredible”
which carries the positive sentiment towards the corresponding aspect “dessert”. Many studies have been
proposed and achieved promising results towards this task, such as attention mechanism-based methods
(Ma et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2022), graph neural network-based
methods (Zhang et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2022; Zheng et al., 2023), and pre-trained
language model-based methods (Song et al., 2019; Phan and Ogunbona, 2020; Dai et al., 2021; Cao et
al., 2022).

However, due to the diversity and flexibility of natural language, sentences containing implicit sen-
timent expressions are common in human speech. For implicit sentiment, we refer to the recognition
of subjective textual units where no polarity markers, opinion words or obvious descriptions are present
but people are still able to state whether the text portion under analysis expresses the sentiment (Russo
et al., 2015). As shown in Table 1, the four sentences can clearly express the sentiment without any
opinion words. Taking the second sentence as an example, no opinion words can be found to determine
the sentiment polarities towards the aspects “food”, but people can still recognize that its polarity is neg-
ative. Additionally, we find that some complex expressions, such as factual statements and rhetorical
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Domain Example Polarity

Restaurant (1) The waiters even forget their high-tipping regulars. negative
(2) They’re a bit more expensive than typical, but then again, so is their food. positive

Laptop (3) My voice recording sounds like interplanetary transmissions in Star Wars. negative
(4) Can you buy any laptop that matches the quality of a MacBook? positive

Table 1: Several examples of reviews with implicit sentiment expressions about laptops and restaurants
where aspects are marked in bold. The “Polarity” column indicates the sentiment polarities of aspects.

techniques, are often used to express implicit sentiment, which always contains complex semantics. For
example, sentence (1) and sentence (4) in Table 1 are factual statement and rhetorical question respec-
tively. These complex expressions and the absence of opinion words make it more challenging to detect
the implicit sentiment of sentences in the ABSA task.

Few previous studies have paid more attention to the implicit sentiment in ABSA. Among them, Yang
et al. (Yang and Li, 2021) propose a local sentiment aggregation paradigm for learning the implicit sen-
timents in a local sentiment aggregation window. Li et al. (Li et al., 2021b) adopt supervised contrastive
pre-training on large-scale sentiment annotated corpora to capture both implicit and explicit sentiment
orientation towards aspects in reviews. Their results demonstrate promising performance. However, we
argue that the complex implicit expressions can be handled with the help of linguistic knowledge. Mo-
tivated by the applications of Parts of Speech (POS) in ABSA (Phan and Ogunbona, 2020; Gong et al.,
2020) and opinion mining (Dey and Haque, 2008), we suppose that POS-based linguistic knowledge has
the potential to enhance implicit sentiment learning in ABSA. Intuitively, specific POS categories imply
the orientation of sentiment polarity. As shown in Figure 1, although the sentence lacks opinion words,
the verbs also carry rich sentiment information (Chesley et al., 2006; Nicholls and Song, 2009). The
verb “runs” states the fact about “virus scan” without more related descriptions of this aspect. However,
“flickers” shows the problem of the aspect “display screen”. The polarities of the sentiments towards
them should be neutral and negative, respectively. Such heuristics motivate us to incorporate POS-based
linguistic knowledge into ABSA models for enhancing implicit sentiment prediction.

Figure 1: Review example with its corresponding POS sequence, marked with Universal POS
tags (Petrov et al., 2012). The aspect terms and the verbs are marked in italics and bold.

Inspired by the exploitation of prompts (Li et al., 2021a; Ma et al., 2022) and linguistic knowledge
in ABSA (Kiritchenko et al., 2014; Phan and Ogunbona, 2020), we propose a PLM-based, linguis-
tically enhanced framework for aspect-based sentiment analysis that incorporates part-of-speech. We
first design a template with POS sequences as PLMs’ input. With the multi-head self-attention mech-
anism, PLMs based on the transformer architecture are able to pay attention to the POS tags and their
context information (Vaswani et al., 2017), thereby acquiring potential sentiment knowledge from POS
sequences. Considering that the POS sequences are essentially the ordered permutations of the POS
tags corresponding to the input sequences and not independent natural language sentences, we leverage
token-POS alignment to minimize the semantic impact of POS sequences. In addition, motivated by the
applications of contrastive learning to optimize the sentence embeddings derived from BERT (Gao et
al., 2021; Yan et al., 2021b; Jiang et al., 2022), an aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning
strategy is proposed to enhance the construction of contextualized representations, which would focus
on aspect-related words in context and the target aspects when handling reviews with multiple aspects.
We carry out the experiments on the SemEval 2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014) and Twitter (Dong et al., 2014)
benchmark datasets. The experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed framework.
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The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We analyze the feasibility of incorporating Part-of-Speech to assist PLMs in modeling implicit
sentiment and design an input template for PLMs to focus on both aspect-related contextualized
features and POS-based linguistic features.

• We propose the token-POS alignment to reduce the influence of POS sequences on semantics. Addi-
tionally, the proposed aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning can optimize aspect-based
contextualized representations construction and help PLMs concentrate on target aspects.

• Experimental results show the effectiveness of our method, which boosts PLMs to achieve compet-
itive and state-of-the-art performance in ABSA with fewer additional parameters.

2 Related work

In this section, we will briefly review the studies on aspect-based sentiment analysis from three perspec-
tives: methods based on attention mechanisms, graph neural networks (GNNs), and pre-trained language
models (PLMs). Then we will introduce implicit sentiment study.

ABSA methods based on attention mechanism. The majority of early attention mechanism-based
methods construct the relationship between context and aspects to tackle the ABSA task. Wang et al.
(2016) and Ma et al. (2017) equip neural networks with attention mechanisms, promoting the model’s
ability to identify related information about aspects from input reviews. Li et al. (2018) propose a frame-
work that combines contextual features with word representations. Except for concentrating on the rela-
tionship between context and aspects. Zhang et al. (2019b) exploit syntactic features from dependency
and mark each word in reviews by proximity values.

ABSA methods based on GNNs. ABSA has demonstrated excellent performance in extracting syn-
tactic features from graph structure since the development of graph neural networks. Sun et al. (2019)
and Zhao et al. (2020) use the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) with the dependency graph to
model the dependencies of input sentences. Wang et al. (2020) leverage distances between words in the
dependency tree and syntactic tags simultaneously to extract syntactic features by the Graph Attention
Network (GAT). Xu et al. (2023) propose to divide sentences into structural scopes according to the
results of constituency parsing, which improve the performance of GCN in ABSA.

ABSA methods based on PLMs. The emergence of pre-trained language models in recent years has
given ABSA methods a new trend. On the one hand, in order to reduce the gap between pre-training
and fine-tuning, numerous works propose sentiment-aware pre-training tasks (Yin et al., 2020; Ke et
al., 2020; Fan et al., 2022) based on capturing sentiment semantics and incorporating external knowl-
edge (Baccianella et al., 2010). On the other hand, recent efforts to help PLMs overcome the disadvan-
tages of aspect-aware sentiment perception are flourishing. Cao et al. (2022) remove the sentiment bias
of aspect terms and proposes a model trained with differential sentiment loss that is based on the model
of Song et al. (2019). Ma et al. (2022) design three aspect-specific input transformations for BERT and
RoBERTa that enable the enhancement of aspect-specific context modeling. Moreover, other PLM-based
methods solve the ABSA task from the perspective of machine reading comprehension (Xu et al., 2019)
and natural language generation (Yan et al., 2021a).

For handling implicit sentiment in ABSA, Li et al. (2021b) propose supervised contrastive pre-training
that facilitates BERT in learning sentiment knowledge from large-scale sentiment-annotated corpora.
The representation of implicit sentiment expressions is aligned with those of explicit sentiment expres-
sions with the same sentiment polarities through supervised contrastive learning. Yang and Li (2021)
build the local sentiment aggregation to model sentiment dependency, which promotes the model’s abil-
ity to learn implicit sentiment by capturing sentiment information from adjacent aspects. A differentially
weighted strategy is also proposed for controlling adjacent aspects that contribute different sentiment
information. While these approaches improve the learning and modeling of implicit sentiment in ABSA,
external large-scale annotated corpora for encoding adjacent aspects are required. In view of the limi-
tations of these approaches, we propose to leverage POS-based linguistic knowledge to assist PLMs in
learning and modeling implicit sentiment in ABSA.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of our proposed framework. In a mini-batch, the input template Ii is
derived from the i-th input sentence. Ij , I−i represent templates with the other sentence in the mini-batch
and the disordered i-th input sentence. ZD|c and ZD|p denote the representations of the input sentences
subset and POS sequences subset. hcls

i , hasp
i , hcls

j , hasp
j , h−cls

i and h−asp
i are the representations from Ii,

Ij and I−i , which are elaborated in Section 3.4.

3 Our method

3.1 Overall architecture

As mentioned above, in this paper, we propose a PLM-based linguistically enhanced framework for
Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. Our framework consists of three components: aspect-aware token-
POS concatenation, token-POS alignment, and aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning. It
is expected that POS-based linguistic knowledge will facilitate PLM’s learning of implicit sentiment in
ABSA. And self-supervised contrastive learning is applied to optimize the representation construction of
the target aspect. Our method is shown in Figure 2.

Generally, an input sentence contains one or more aspect terms that correspond to multiple sen-
timents. In this paper, we focus on the sentiment analysis of a specific aspect. Given a sentence
x = {w1, . . . , wt, a1, . . . , am, wt+1, . . . , wn} where wi indicates the ith word and asp = {a1, . . . , am}
denotes the target aspect in x, an input template of our proposed framework I is composed of x and asp.
We will elaborate on the detail of input template I in Section 3.2. The goal of ABSA is to predict the
sentiment polarity towards asp according to the sentence x.

3.2 Aspect-aware token-POS concatenation

Motivated by natural language prompt (Brown et al., 2020), we treat the POS sequence as a type of
prompt with linguistic knowledge and change the input schema of the PLM. In a mini-batch, for each
input sentence xi, we utilize spaCy1 to perform part-of-speech tagging on it and combine POS tags
into the POS sequence posi = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} according to the order of xi. Instead of concatenating
xi and posi as the input template Ii directly, we additionally append the target aspect term aspi to Ii
following Song et al. (2019), which allows the PLM to capture dependencies between the context and
the target aspect:

Ii = [CLS] + xi + [SEP ] + posi + [SEP ] + aspi + [SEP ] (1)

The special tokens “[CLS]” and “[SEP]” of BERT should be “⟨s⟩” and “⟨/s⟩” in RoBERTa. After
encoding Ii by BERT or RoBERTa, the pooled representation of aspi is denoted as hasp

i ∈ Rd×l (l ≥ m).
Here d is the hidden size of the PLM and l is the length of the tokenized aspect by WordPiece (Wu et al.,
2016) or Byte Pair Encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016).

1https://spacy.io/
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3.3 Token-POS alignment

Unlike the discrete templates used in previous research, the POS sequence posi is not an independent nat-
ural language sentence but the ordered permutation of the POS tags corresponding to the given sentence
xi. To reduce the effects of POS sequences on semantics and promote the interaction of POS sequences
and input sentences, we design a token-POS alignment strategy referring to word patch alignment (Kim
et al., 2021). As illustrated in Figure 2, in this method, the outputs of the PLM corresponding to the
input sentences subset and POS sequences subset in each mini-batch are represented as ZD|c and ZD|p
respectively. After the encoding, ZD|c ∈ RB×k×d and ZD|p ∈ RB×h×d can be treated as two differ-
ent probability distributions, where B is the mini-batch size, h, k are the lengths of the tokenized input
sentence and POS sequence, d is the hidden size. Thus, we convert the alignment into computing the
statistical distance between ZD|c and ZD|p, and the alignment score is optimized according to Optimal
Transport theory (Peyré et al., 2019). Following such theory, we utilize Wasserstein distance (Vaserstein,
1969) to measure the statistical distance between ZD|c and ZD|p :

Wp(Z
D|c, ZD|p) := LMp(ZD|c, ZD|p)

1
p (2)

where p denotes the p-dimensional Wasserstein distance, LMp represents computing Wasserstein dis-
tance by Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm (Knight, 2008) with the constraint of cost matrix M ∈ Rd×d, and
the metric of Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm is set to the cosine similarity considering the hidden size d of
the PLM. Consequently, for ZD|c and ZD|p within a mini-batch B, the token-POS alignment loss can
be defined as:

LA =
∑

ZD|c,ZD|p∈B

Wp(Z
D|c, ZD|p) (3)

3.4 Aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning

Inspired by the applications of contrastive learning in ABSA (Li et al., 2021b; Liang et al., 2021),
we propose to utilize self-supervised contrastive learning to enhance the representation construction of
target aspects. According to the aim of contrastive learning (Hadsell et al., 2006), one of the keys is
constructing the proper positive instances. Following the previous research in ABSA, both the em-
bedding of the “[CLS]” token (Liang et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022) and the aspect features (Dai
et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022) can be used as the final representation for sentiment polarity classifica-
tion. Hence, those two representations from the same instance can be treated as positives and others
from different in-batch instances are taken as negatives. We denote hasp

i = fasp
θ (xi) where fθ(·) rep-

resents the encoder. And the embedding of the “[CLS]” token from the same instance is represented
as hcls

i = f cls
θ (xi). Moreover, in order to further leverage the training data and improve the ability of

the model to identify the aspect-related context, we construct hard negatives by disordering the input
sentence as xdisi = {wt+1, . . . , wn, a1, . . . , am, w1, . . . , wt}. Thus, the input template filled with the
disordered input sentence I−i is defined as:

I−i = [CLS] + xdisi + [SEP ] + posdisi + [SEP ] + aspi + [SEP ] (4)

where posdisi is the POS sequence derived from xdisi . The embedding of the “[CLS]” token and the pooled
hidden vector of the aspect term from xdisi can be denoted as h−cls

i = f cls
θ (xdisi ) and h−asp

i = fasp
θ (xdisi )

respectively. Therefore, the aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive loss is defined as (B is the mini-
batch size):

LCL = − log
esim(hasp

i ,hcls
i )/τ∑B

j=1(e
sim(hasp

i ,hcls
j )/τ + esim(hasp

i ,h−cls
j )/τ + esim(hasp

i ,h−asp
j )/τ )

(5)

where τ is a temperature hyperparameter and sim(h1,h2) is the function that computes the cosine simi-
larity between h1 and h2.
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3.5 Joint training
Except for applying the two losses mentioned above to optimize the training of our proposed framework,
we also use the cross-entropy loss LCE as the fine-tuning object of the PLM for sentiment polarity
prediction:

LCE = −
B∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

yji log ŷ
j
i + λ||θ||2 (6)

where N is the number of labels, B is the mini-batch size, λ and θ represent the L2 regularization and
the parameter of the model. As shown in previous studies (Ma et al., 2016), Dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) may induce inconsistency between the training and inference stages of the model. We argue that
such inconsistency will be severe when introducing POS sequences into the input sentences. In order
to regularize Dropout, we use the bidirectional Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss LKL based on
R-Drop (Wu et al., 2021) in our models. The overall loss function L for joint training is:

L = LCE + λ1LA + λ2LCL + αLKL (7)

where λ1 and λ2 are trainable parameters as the weights of token-POS alignment loss and aspect-specific
self-supervised contrastive loss. The coefficient α is a hyperparameter.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We conduct the experiments using three publicly available benchmark datasets. They are Restaurant and
Laptop from SemEval 2014 Task 4 (Pontiki et al., 2014) and Twitter (Dong et al., 2014). The statistics
of the three datasets are shown in Table 2. Due to the lack of development sets, 10% of the items from
the training sets are randomly selected and treated as development sets. Following previous research, we
remove examples with conflicting sentiment polarities.

Dataset Positive Neutral Negative Total

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

Restaurant 2164 728 637 196 807 196 3608 1120
Laptop 994 341 464 169 870 128 2328 638
Twitter 1561 173 3127 346 1560 173 6248 692

Table 2: Statistics on three benchmark datasets of ABSA.

4.2 Implement details
We fine-tune the BERT-base-uncase (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) models
pre-trained by HuggingFace Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) and implemented by PyTorch (Paszke et
al., 2019). The learning rate is set as 2 × 10−5 and the batch size is 32. We adopt Dropout strategy
and the drop probability is adjusted as 0.1. The model is trained with AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017) optimizer and the L2 regularization parameter λ is 10−5. The temperature hyperparameter τ of
aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning is 0.1. The coefficient α is set as 0.3. Following the
work of Chen et al. (2020), we utilize the 2-dimensional Wasserstein distance for token-POS alignment.
Since not all of the Universal POS tags exist in the vocabularies of BERT and RoBERTa, we map the
tags to their complete names before encoding them to overcome the problem of out-of-vocabulary. We
perform our proposed models three runs with different seeds and report their average performance.

4.3 Compared models
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method which can benefit various PLMs in
ABSA, we compare the proposed models with several state-of-the-art baselines and models focusing on
implicit sentiment in ABSA from the perspectives of BERT-based models and RoBERTa-based models:
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Category Model Laptop Restaurant Twitter

Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1

BERT

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)∗ 77.90 73.37 84.20 76.76 73.70 70.86
BERT-SPC (Song et al., 2019) 78.99 75.03 84.46 76.98 74.13 72.73
LCF-BERT (Zeng et al., 2019)∗ 80.09 76.42 85.65 78.68 74.32 73.32
BERTAsp (Li et al., 2021b) 78.53 74.07 85.80 78.95 - -
BERT+AM (Ma et al., 2022) 76.33 71.93 84.71 78.07 - -
IPOS-BERT (Ours) 80.56 76.99 85.83 79.41 76.11 74.52

RoBERTa

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)∗ 81.97 78.38 87.23 81.00 75.43 74.47
ASGCN-RoBERTa (Dai et al., 2021) 83.33 80.32 86.87 80.59 76.10 75.07
RGAT-RoBERTa (Dai et al., 2021) 83.33 79.95 87.52 81.29 75.81 74.91
LSAP-RoBERTa (Yang and Li, 2021) 83.39 80.47 88.04 82.96 - -
RoBERTa+AM (Ma et al., 2022) 82.07 78.50 86.41 79.58 - -
IPOS-RoBERTa (Ours) 83.54 80.91 88.93 83.30 77.46 76.63

SCAPT BERTAsp+SCAPT (Li et al., 2021b)† 82.76 79.15 89.11 83.79 - -

Table 3: Overall results (%) in three benchmark datasets where the “IPOS-BERT” and “IPOS-RoBERTa”
are the proposed models that indicate combining BERT and RoBERTa with our method. The exper-
imental results of the models we reproduced are marked by “∗”. For a fair comparison, we mark
BERTAsp+SCAPT by “†” and additionally list it in the category “SCAPT” because of its in-domain
pre-training and underline its state-of-the-art performance. The best results within other models are
highlighted in bold according to different categories.

• BERT, RoBERTa denote the vanilla BERT and RoBERTa proposed by Devlin et al. (2019) and
Liu et al. (2019) respectively. We fine-tune them by ABSA datasets and keep their default settings.

• BERT-SPC (Song et al., 2019) transforms the input reviews into sentence-aspect pairs and takes
the “[CLS]” token for sentiment polarity classification.

• LCF-BERT (Zeng et al., 2019) utilizes the local context focus mechanism to model the relation
between global context and local context.

• BERTAsp and BERTAsp+SCAPT (Li et al., 2021b) are fine-tuned BERT for ABSA. The latter is
pre-trained on large-scale annotated corpora by supervised contrastive learning before fine-tuning.

• ASGCN-RoBERTa, RGAT-RoBERTa are implemented by Dai et al. (2021). They are based on
ASGCN (Zhang et al., 2019a) and RGAT (Wang et al., 2020) respectively and RoBERTa is applied
including its induced tree and embeddings.

• LSAP-RoBERTa (Yang and Li, 2021) aggregates local sentiments by BERT-SPC (Song et al.,
2019) and models implicit sentiment by exploiting adjacent aspects’ sentiment information.

• BERT+AM and RoBERTa+AM (Ma et al., 2022) uses the tokens “⟨asp⟩” and “⟨/asp⟩” to mark
boundaries of aspects, which promotes PLMs to construct aspect-specific contextualized features.

4.4 Overall results and analysis

The experimental results of the aforementioned compared models and ours are shown in Table 3. Specif-
ically, the accuracy and Macro-F1 score are utilized to evaluate the performance of models. According
to the results, we have the following observations:

1) Incorporating linguistic knowledge improves the performance of ABSA models. Compared to
the vanilla BERT and RoBERTa, on the one hand, incorporating syntactic knowledge by graph neu-
ral networks such as GCN and GAT promotes PLMs to capture the related information about the as-
pects, which is directly represented as the improvement of ASGCN-RoBERTa and RGAT-RoBERTa. On
the other hand, leveraging Part-of-Speech to assist PLMs in modeling implicit sentiment benefits the
ABSA task. By incorporating Part-of-Speech and aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning,
both BERT and RoBERTa improve significantly on three ABSA benchmarks, achieving approximate
2.7%/1.6%/2.4% and 1.6%/1.7%/2.0% performance gains in accuracy as well as 3.6%/2.6%/3.7%
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Models Laptop-test Restaurant-test

Accuracy Accuracy-ISE Accuracy Accuracy-ISE

BERT-SPC (Song et al., 2019) 78.99 69.54 84.46 65.54
IPOS-BERT (Ours) 80.56 76.00 85.83 66.66

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) 81.97 78.86 87.23 68.54
IPOS-RoBERTa (Ours) 83.54 84.57 88.93 71.16

Table 4: Model performance (%) on the Laptop and Restaurant benchmarks and their Implicit Sentiment
Expression slices (ISE). The “Accuracy-ISE” column denotes the performance of models on ISE, which
is measured by accuracy.

and 2.5%/2.3%/2.2% in Macro-F1 score on Laptop/Restaurant/Twitter benchmarks respectively.
2) Without introducing numerous additional parameters and extra corpora, our model can perform

similarly to state-of-the-art models and even outperform them. The proposed model IPOS-RoBERTa
has a similar number of parameters (125.2M) to the vanilla RoBERTa-base model (125M). The dif-
ference between them lies in the layer for sentiment polarity classification. However, IPOS-RoBERTa
can achieve state-of-the-art performance on Laptop and Twitter benchmarks, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of our method. Unlike LSAP-RoBERTa and BERTAsp+SCAPT, our method optimizes the
fine-tuning of RoBERT to learn implicit sentiment rather than introducing additional parameters for
encoding adjacent aspects and extra corpora for pre-training. Specifically, the parameters of the com-
pared models mentioned above are 138.2M and 133.3M respectively2, indicating millions of parame-
ters are added compared to our proposed model. However, on the test set of the Laptop benchmark,
the Macro-F1 score of IPOS-RoBERTa is 80.91%, which is 1.76% higher than BERTAsp+SCAPT
(Macro-F1=79.15%) and 0.44% higher than LSAP-RoBERTa (Macro-F1=80.47%). Though the results
of RoBERT-based models on Twitter are not shown in (Yang and Li, 2021), the accuracy and Macro-
F1 score of IPOS-RoBERTa are 0.55% and 0.73% higher than LSAP-DeBERTa (Accuracy=76.91%,
Macro-F1=75.90%), which is based on a progressive PLM called DeBERTa (He et al., 2021). Though
the difficulty of improving RoBERTa-based models in ABSA is indicated by Dai et al. (2021), these re-
sults prove that POS-based linguistic knowledge and aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning
are actually beneficial for enhancing the performance of fine-tuned RoBERTa in this task.

4.5 Effectiveness on implicit sentiment learning
Besides conducting extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets mentioned above, we also report
the results of the experiment on Implicit Sentiment Expression (ISE) slices of Laptop and Restaurant that
are derived from the work of Li et al. (2021b). As shown in Table 4, on both two ISE slices, our proposed
models IPOS-BERT and IPOS-RoBERTa outperform compared models based on the same PLMs with
them. Though predicting sentiment polarities conveyed by implicit sentiment expressions is challenging,
IPOS-RoBERTa’s accuracy on ISE slices is higher than that of vanilla RoBERTa by large margins, which
indicates the obvious improvement of 5.71% and 2.62%. And the other improvement (6.46% and 1.12%)
of Accuracy-ISE can be observed by the comparison of IPOS-BERT and BERT-SPC on the ISE slices
of Laptop and Restaurant respectively. Such progresses demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating
POS-based linguistic knowledge for learning implicit sentiment in ABSA.

5 Discussion

5.1 Ablation study
Considering that each component of the proposed framework plays a different role as well as the tem-
peratures contribute variously, extensive ablation experiments are conducted on the Laptop benchmark
and results are shown in Table 5. We find that removing the token-POS alignment degrades the proposed

2The statistics of parameters are derived from open-source repositories released by Yang and Li (2021) and Li et al. (2021b).
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Model Variant Laptop

Accuracy Macro-F1

IPOS-RoBERTa 83.54 80.91
w/o LA 81.97 78.80
w/o LCL 82.29 78.85
w/o LKL 82.60 79.25

(a) The ablation study of different components

Model Variant Laptop

Accuracy Macro-F1

IPOS-RoBERTa 83.54 80.91
τ = 0.01 81.03 77.77
τ = 0.05 83.23 80.65
τ = 0.5 83.07 79.37

(b) The ablation study of different temperatures

Table 5: Ablation studies of different components and temperatures on the Laptop benchmark (%).
“w/o LA, LCL, LKL” indicates the models without token-POS alignment, aspect-specific self-supervised
contrastive learning and R-Drop respectively. In the ablation study of temperatures (τ ), we compare the
original setting (τ = 0.1) with three variants.

Example and POS Sequence RoBERTa BERTAsp∗ Ours

However, I can refute that OSX is FAST. Pos Pos Neg
ADV PRON AUX VERB SCONJ PROPN AUX ADJ (×) (×) (✓)

Fan only comes on when you are playing a game. Neg, Neu Neu, Neu Neu, Neu
NOUN ADV VERB ADP SCONJ PRON AUX VERB DET NOUN (×), (✓) (✓), (✓) (✓), (✓)

It has so much more speed and the screen is very sharp. Pos, Pos Pos, Neg Pos, Pos
PRON VERB ADV ADV ADJ NOUN CCONJ DET NOUN AUX ADV ADJ (✓), (✓) (✓), (×) (✓), (✓)

I did swap out the hard drive for a Samsung 830 SSD which I highly recommend. Neu, Neu Neu, Neu Neu, Pos
PRON AUX VERB ADP DET NOUN ADP DET PROPN PRON PRON ADV VERB (✓), (×) (✓), (×) (✓), (✓)

Table 6: A case study in the domain of laptops. For each case example, the original review and its
POS sequence are shown. The model marked by “∗” denotes BERTAsp+SCAPT proposed by Li et
al. (2021b) and the aspect terms are underlined. We use “Pos, Neu, Neg” to indicate three sentiment
polarities (“Positive, Neutral, Negative”). The correct predictions are associated with the symbol “✓”
and the wrong predictions are marked with “×”.

model drastically and even leads to the suboptimal performance of the proposed model, which is similar
to that of the vanilla RoBERTa. We suppose that the POS sequences imported from the external parser
affect contextual semantics without the token-POS alignment (Similar visual examples are shown in the
rows of “RoBERTa (with POS)” in Figure 3). Thus, though keeping the aspect-specific self-supervised
contrastive learning and R-Drop, their effects are obscure while importing POS sequences directly. Such
degradation indicates the importance of incorporating Part-of-Speech knowledge properly. Another no-
ticeable performance degradation is caused by the absence of aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive
learning since it promotes the model to concentrate on the target aspects. Similarly, our model benefits
from R-Drop (Wu et al., 2021) due to the regularization of the predictions.

Moreover, in order to investigate the influence of different temperatures, we set the temperature τ ∈
{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5} and keep other settings of our model. Compared to the carefully tuned temperature
(τ = 0.1), the other lead to different degrees of impact. It is worth noting that an extremely small
temperature (τ = 0.01) causes an obvious drop in the performance, which makes the model focus much
on hard negatives (Wang and Liu, 2021). However, a high temperature is also inappropriate. Specifically,
both the accuracy and the Marco F1 score of the proposed model trained with a high temperature (τ =
0.5) are lower than those of the model with a carefully tuned temperature by large margins.

5.2 Case study
To verify the effectiveness of our method, we select several cases in the laptop domain that contain im-
plicit sentiment expressions, as shown in Table 6. According to these cases, the capabilities of modeling
implicit sentiment and capturing syntactic features are demanded. Hence, BERTAsp+SCAPT (Li et al.,
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Figure 3: Visualization of two selected cases. Both two target aspects are expressed by implicit senti-
ment. The gradient saliency maps (Simonyan et al., 2014) for the embedding of input tokens are shown,
including the words and corresponding POS tags. For each token, the darker color denotes the higher
gradient saliency score. The “Asp” column indicates the aspect terms.

2021b) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) are chosen as strong compared models for the case study. Fol-
lowing the comparison results, both BERTAsp+SCAPT and RoBERTa fail to correctly predict all the
case examples. For example, RoBERTa wrongly comprehends the semantics of the second review and
predicts the sentiment polarity towards “fan” as negative, which is represented by implicit sentiment
expression. Additionally, for the aspect “screen” in the third case, BERTAsp+SCAPT mistakes the opin-
ion “sharp” and incorrectly infers the corresponding polarity as negative. However, when given some
complicated cases carrying multiple aspects and intricate implicit sentiment, both of them improperly
capture the aspect-related contextualized features such as the aspects “OSX” and “Samsung 830 SSD”
in the first and the last cases.

Owing to the POS-based linguistic knowledge, the proposed IPOS-RoBERTa model can precisely
predict all aforementioned cases. We suppose that POS sequences encourage the model to learn im-
plicit sentiment and distinguish sentiment expressions about different aspects, as suggested by the good
performance of our proposed model. For the first case, the adjective “FAST” is related to the aspect
“OSX” from the view of syntax but it implies the contrary sentiment polarity due to the verb “refute”,
which helps to perceive the implicit sentiment. Moreover, when inferring multiple aspects “hard drive”
and “Samsung 830 SSD” in the same sentence, IPOS-RoBERTa can distinguish the related information
about them and predict the correct sentiment polarity towards “Samsung 830 SSD”.

5.3 Visualization

Since it seems that the effect of appending POS tags to the input tokens is intricate, we visualize the gra-
dient saliency scores of the embedding of input templates for two selected cases, which can be employed
for model interpretation (Li et al., 2016). As shown in Figure 3, we compare our model with two back-
bones and keep the setting that appends the aspect terms to the input sequences for all of them. However,
“RoBERTa (with POS)” denotes only employing aspect-aware token-POS concatenation to RoBERTa
but ignoring the token-POS alignment and “RoBERTa” indicates the vanilla RoBERTa model.

In the first case, the words “refute” and “FAST” are assigned different saliency scores among the three
models, signifying these words differently contributing to the predictions. Compared to another two
models, we suppose that our model pays more attention to such important words in comprehending the
semantics. Furthermore, due to the token-POS alignment, our model can distinguish the importance of
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different POS tags instead of treating them equally. Similarly, though the three selected models focus
on the word “not”, the neglect of the verb “using” leads to incorrect predictions of sentiment polarity
towards the aspect “slot”. In contrast, our model can precisely capture essential words and their POS for
prediction, demonstrating the effect of aspect-aware token-POS concatenation and token-POS alignment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a PLM-based linguistically enhanced framework for aspect-based sentiment
analysis based on the analysis of the feasibility of incorporating Part-of-Speech into the ABSA task. Us-
ing POS-based linguistic knowledge, our method optimizes the PLMs’ fine-tuning for implicit sentiment
capturing. Aspect-specific self-supervised contrastive learning allows the model to concentrate on target
aspects when handling sentences containing multiple aspect terms. Extensive experiments show that our
proposed model can achieve competitive and state-of-the-art performance relative to baseline models
without introducing extra corpora. Although the introduction of POS as linguistic knowledge can effec-
tively improve the enhancement of implicit sentiment detection in ABSA, there are still limitations. If
there are difficulties in deriving precise POS sequences in low-resource settings, the POS-based solution
might not provide sufficient information. Further research can investigate approaches for integrating
various linguistic knowledge into models for learning implicit sentiment without external sources.
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